SENSOR FAUCETS

Touchless Solutions that Streamline a Space

by Zurn Elkay Water Solutions
GET INSPIRED

Form meets function to transform your customers’ environment.
Choose from our sleek selection of Zurn sensor faucets.

Every project starts with that ‘something’. A spark for how it should look and how it should function.

Our Zurn Sensor Faucet line draws from your customers’ environments, so you can be inspired by their demands, not siloed into a design.

Choose from a variety of forms and finishes, knowing each faucet has the same dependable features across the product line. They’re ADA compliant and constructed with durable brass bodies with low-flow options to meet WaterSense® standards.

Before you select a faucet, get a better sense...
A SENSE FOR MODERN LINES

The Camaya touchless sensor faucet delivers a superior user experience that appeals to the modern eye without losing its luster or performance.

ZG6953
Camaya Series® Sensor Faucet
Z6953-SD
Camaya Series Sensor Soap Dispenser

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black
Coming Soon
A SENSE FOR THE USERS

The Cumberland touchless sensor faucet combines elegance with seamless, sustainable performance at the sink.

Updated power options (hydro, plug in, hardwired) all with gear-driven ceramic cartridge.

ZG6956
Cumberland® Series Sensor Faucet

Z6956-SD
Cumberland Series Sensor Soap Dispenser

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black
Coming Soon
A SENSE FOR PLEASING CROWDS

Breathe life into a space that is often high traffic and highly utilitarian. Fulmer won't fade into the background or over time. It's tough, yet beautifully timeless.

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black

ZG6951
Fulmer Series® Sensor Faucet
Z6951-SD
Fulmer Series Sensor Soap Dispenser

Updated power options (hydro, plug-in, hardwired) all with gear-driven ceramic cartridge.
A SIXTH SENSE

An upgraded aesthetic pairs with smart technology and plumberSMART software to bring real-time information to users.

ZG6955
Siero Series® 4 in. Base Sensor Faucet

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black

Coming Soon

Updated power options (hydrop, plug in, hardwired) all with gear-driven ceramic cartridge.
A SENSE FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Serio sensor faucets are sleek and sustainable, with Hydro+X power for seamless performance.

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black

ZG6950  Serio Series Sensor Faucet With gear-driven Ceramic Cartridge
Z6950-SD  Serio Series Sensor Soap Dispenser

Updated power options (hydro, plug in, hardwired) all with gear-driven ceramic cartridge.
A SENSE FOR SAVINGS

AquaSense faucets hold up to wear and wipe clean thanks to their durable, streamlined design. Their low-flow rates and precise detection prevent wasted water, dollars and ghost activations.

Updated power options (hybrid, plug in, hardwired) all with gear-driven ceramic cartridge.

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Matte Black

ZG6913
AquaSense Series Single Hole Sensor Faucet

ZG6915
AquaSense Series 4” Centerset Sensor Faucet

ZG6920/ZG6922
AquaSense Series Single Hole, Deck and Wall Mount Gooseneck Sensor Faucet
Faucets with Hydro•X Power and EZ gear technology pair perfectly with our Hydro•X Powered flush valves to make a complete, sustainable restroom.

Low Maintenance
Uses EZ gear technology, a solenoid-free, gear-driven ceramic cartridge that is less susceptible to debris and buildup for less maintenance. It outlasts and outperforms solenoids.

Reliable, Sustainable Performance
Hydro•X Power® technology delivers sustainable performance by providing renewable, uninterrupted hydropower designed to last the life expectancy of a commercial restroom.
Refine your restroom with Nachi. The wall-mount design commands the space without monopolizing it. It’s easy on the eyes and even easier to maintain.

Z6957-XL
Nachi Series® Sensor Faucet

Z6957-SD
Nachi Series Sensor Soap Dispenser

Polished Chrome  Brushed Nickel

Solenoid operation with plug-in or battery power.
Now that you’re inspired, start specifying your solution today at inspec.zurn.com.
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